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Abstract
We propose SomaTech, a Kinect-based system that
encourages users to expand understanding and awareness
of their everyday movements. The system creates
real-time auditory feedback based on the user’s whole
action, aiming toward re-education of habitual, potentially
unsound movement patterns which are often ingrained
within the brain. To do this, we draw inspiration from the
field of somatics, which has well-studied prophylactic
benefits. Our initial evaluation shows promising results
that users become more aware of movement choices and
are able to improve their efficiency after using the system.
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Introduction

Related Work

A large class of human movement disorders arises out of
long years of habitual unsound movement patterns, which
are often unconsciously executed by the person. The
excessive repetition of such movements not only affects
the periphery but also becomes ingrained within the brain
as a form of maladaptive neural plasticity [14].
Unfortunately, these issues often do not give rise to any
immediate symptoms but present themselves much later
in life when accumulated damage has already happended
to the musculoskeletal system. Somatic re-education
techniques, such as the Alexander Technique (AT) [2],
which aim at increasing body awareness, have been
clinically shown to have long-term benefits for several
conditions including chronic back pain [8, 3] and
Parkinson’s disease [13]. However, such practices are not
widely adopted because of several reasons, including cost,
lack of insurance coverage and limited numbers of
certified practitioners [1]. A low-cost computer-aided
learning system can help overcome some of these
limitations and bring the benefits of somatic practice to a
broader populace.

With the increased availability of low-cost motion sensors,
especially the Microsoft Kinect sensor, various works have
been presented in recent years exploring using HCI
systems for improving physical movements. These systems
usually aim to help the user practice certain body
exercises, such as yoga [12], tai chi [11], or ballet poses
[9]. Similar systems provide real-time feedback to improve
the user’s posture [15] or balance [4] when standing or
sitting. Without regard to a predetermined routine or
posture, some designs use similar technologies to increase
body awareness by letting the user “touch” a virtual
object in the darkness [16], or create expressive visual
patterns using the body as input [7].

This paper introduces a prototype design, which aims to
assist people with somatic learning, using principles of the
Alexander Technique. In order to apply the principles and
provide useful guidance, the system needs to examine the
user’s whole motion, as opposed to comparing only
concluding postures. It also needs to help the user relearn
and change movements they are already familiar with.
These requirements pose challenges which have rarely
been undertaken in past HCI systems. In the following
sections we will describe the design of our SomaTech
system and how these challenges are addressed.

Most existing systems treat movements only as postures
or sequences of postures. The objective when using such
a system is to strike and maintain a certain pose, and the
feedback is given by comparing the user’s posture at each
moment with an ideal template. In some cases the
movement is represented as a series of postures and
feedback is provided such that these postures are assumed
sequentially. This model of representing movements is
desirable only when adopting specific postures is the main
concern. However, in many situations, not only the initial
and final poses, but also the transition between them, is
important (e.g. ballet dancing). Everyday movements
such as sit-to-stand or walking are especially of this kind
where numerous different motor strategies can be applied
between the same starting and ending postures (e.g.
[10]). Thus, in order to design a system that can help the
user change their everyday movements, the whole process
of a movement must be considered, and a new method of
movement modeling and feedback generation is needed.

Design
Principles from the Alexander Technique (AT)
Aside from its effectiveness mentioned above, an
advantage of AT is that it can be applied and practiced
even during simple activities without requiring special
routines of movement or unnatural postures. For our pilot
study, we focus on the sit-to-stand movement (STS). The
choice of this important everyday action is also motivated
by its relevance in various clinical measures of mobility
(the timed up-and-go test, for instance) as well as its
importance in AT for learning to develop a better general
coordination [2].
The philosophy of AT indicates that, to learn a new and
better way of moving, the student must first learn to
inhibit unnecessary habitual movement pattern, and also
explore alternative ways to carry out the movement [2]. In
order to change, one must first be aware of the choices
they have. Thus our system must allow and encourage
the user to explore different ways of completing the
movement. This suggests that simply dividing a
movement into several snapshots of postures and
demanding the users follow the sequence of postures
would not be an effective way to change their movement
habits.
A pioneering study on AT [5] found that the profile of
head speed over time is a kinematic measurement that
shows a significant difference before and after AT exercise.
The head-speed-versus-time plot only has one peak when
standing up in a preferred manner in AT, as opposed to
two peaks in habitual STSs (see Figure 1). This
smoothness in movement is positively correlated with
benefits that are expressed as subjective feelings such as
lightness, ease, etc. [5].

Thus, a high-level measurement of the whole motion,
such as the smoothness of head speed, may be a suitable
metric to represent the movement and generate feedback,
along with other proper kinematic measurements, because
it both gives the user space for exploring different
strategies and can provide distinctive feedback that
separates desired motions from undesired ones.
System Description
In our system design, we provide real-time audio feedback
that conveys temporal knowledge, timing, and multi-joint
synchronization. Sonification also allows one to move
about in a relatively unrestricted manner, whereas visual
feedback delivered via display screens has a tendency to
“lock” the eyes and the head in a fixed position in order
to see the feedback.
Our system utilizes a Kinect sensor, which can track the
3D positions of up to 20 joints on a human body. We use
the 3D coordinates of these joints to calculate several
features, including: a) the head speed profile, b) the
angular speed of the torso opening, and c) the extent of
task completion as measured by normalized head height.
These features are then sent to drive the sonification
engine, which generates a combination of audio streams
that is aesthetically neutral, so that the user would not be
discouraged from their early exploratory attempts, nor
would they be tempted to improvise a musical piece while
using the system. One feedback stream sonifies the head
speed, and is geared toward reducing multiple
acceleration-deceleration patterns in habitual movements.
The other feedback streams aim to reduce the extent of
forward lean in the process of standing up. The
head-speed feedback uses a simple mapping to control a
sine wave that was run through a basic waveshaping effect
[6]. The frequency of the sine wave can be changed within

a one-octave range. The second stream is a mapping from
the hip angle (defined as the angle formed by the trunk,
hip and thighs) to the intensity of the waveshaping which
increases the distortion of the sine wave. A third stream
indicates when angular movement around the hip changes
direction, with the strike of a synthesized drum.
By using high-level feedback, we provide a large space of
movement strategies for the user to explore. We also
studied the set of verbal exchanges typical in an AT
session on sit-to-stand and extracted two pieces of verbal
instructions, used in conjunction with the abstract
auditory feedback in the system to narrow the space of
explorations to a meaningful subspace.
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Our system has been demonstrated in multiple showcases
on campus. Most people, even without prior knowledge
about the Alexander Technique, could understand and
effectively use the system after one or two minutes. Many
of them expressed surprise when exploring the system that
they had not realized they could do sit-to-stand in a very
different way compared to their habitual methods. Among
these users, we observed that about half of them could
change their movement patterns to some extent, after
using the system for five to ten minutes.
Under the approval of the Institutional Review Board, we
did a pilot study with four young, healthy subjects (3
male, 1 female). Two of them had known nothing about
AT before using the system, and the other two were
briefly introduced about the technique in a class a few
months before the study. None of the subjects knew the
inner mechanism of the system. Each subject was asked
to first do a few STS habitually, then practice with the
system with only verbal instructions for about 10 minutes,
rest for an hour, and practice again with both instructions
and auditory feedback for another 10 minutes. The
kinematic characteristics of their STSs were measured
before, in-between, and after the practice sessions.
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Figure 1: Head speed profiles of one subject’s three
measurement sets (with the definition of TPC shown in red)

We use two metrics to measure STS movement quality.
The first one is named Two-Peak Coefficient (TPC) of
the head speed, which is defined as an area of the triangle
determined by the second highest peak, the valley and
lines parallel to the axes on the head-speed-versus-time
plot (see example in Figure 1). A smaller TPC implies
smoother head movement and thus correlates to better
movement quality (it should be noted that TPC is
influenced by many factors including height, weight, etc.,
thus is only intended for intra-subject comparison).

Head speed profile Two-Peak Coefficient
(smaller implies better)
Subject
P1
P2
P3
P4
Habitual
3.1
3.7
1.2
1.4
After practice with
1.8
0.8
1.2
0.4
instructions alone
After practice with
instructions
and 0.8
0.6
0.3
0.3
feedback
Minimum hip angle (larger implies better)
Subject
P1
P2
P3
P4
Habitual
90
51
89
85
After practice with
103
82
84
96
instructions alone
After practice with
instructions
and 110
90
100
100
feedback
Table 1: Summary of average kinematic measurements for
each subject.

The second metric used is the minimum hip angle during
STS. A smaller minimum hip angle indicates that the
subject leaned their trunk forward more during STS.
Biomechanical studies show that older people tend to flex
their trunk more in STS because of their lower postural
control ability and reduced muscular strength [10]. For
young and healthy subjects, we believe a larger minimum
hip angle implies better movement quality.
The preliminary results from our pilot study are
summarized in Table 1. It can be seen that most subjects
improved their STS quality after practicing with
instructions alone, and that in all subjects the kinematic
measurements further improved after feedback was also
given to the subject. It can be speculated that the further

improvement was simply due to the positive effect of an
additional practice session instead of the auditory
feedback. However, a closer examination of the collected
data (not shown in Table 1) shows that when practicing
with instructions alone, most of the progress was made
near the beginning of the practice session, and the
measurements near the end of the session indicate that
repetitive practice in this case would only contribute a
small fraction of the further improvement.

Conclusion and Future Work
We have designed a prototype system that generates
real-time auditory feedback from Kinect data, for the
purpose of changing people’s movement habits.
Preliminary evaluation shows that users can increase their
awareness of movement choices, and promising kinematic
improvements were observed.
For future work, we plan to add more features into the
system to promote long-term usage. We would like to
include more movements (e.g., walking) and test various
combinations of feedback streams. We also want to
conduct a more comprehensive evaluation that includes
more subjects, collects more qualitative feedback, tracks
measurements in a longer span of time, and correlates
kinematic measurements with movement quality ratings
from human experts. We are especially interested in the
long-term retention of movement changes. We would like
to discuss all these topics with researchers in related areas.
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